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Meeting:  12/6/2022 
RE:   Staff Report for Site Design and Massing Review 

 Governor’s Hill 
112 E 8th Avenue 
Project # 2022PM0000384 

o D-GT 
o New construction, General Form 

 
 

 
I. Board Authority and Role of Design Review 

This project is located within the D- GT Zone District and is therefore subject to review in accordance 
with the Downtown Urban Design Standards and Guidelines and the Denver Zoning Code in addition to 
the requirements of other agencies. Projects submitted shall conform to all the requirements of the 
Downtown Urban Design Standards and Guidelines, even if they are not specifically referenced in the 
review notes. 
 
Please refer to the “Character Area” chapter requirements that are applicable for this 
location. The Standards and Guidelines establishes a process for promoting the neighborhood vision by 
setting clear expectations for the level of design quality that is envisioned for improvements. 
 
Through its provisions, the Design Advisory Board is directed to consider Design Review Submittals of 
the proposed project (per the Design Review Process chapter and checklists), to receive the staff 
findings, the applicant presentations, and to hear public comment to make a motion for 
recommendation for Approval, Approval with Conditions, or Denial to the zoning administrator of the 
project’s design at each submittal to the Downtown Design Advisory Board. 

 
II. Scope of the Project 

The proposed project is an 18-story (202’ high) retail and residential building in the D-GT Zone District).  
It is being developed under the General Building Form. This form requires 70% Build-to on both Primary 
Streets – 8th Avenue and Lincoln, 70% Street Level Active Use on both 8th Avenue and Lincoln, requires 
Street Level Non-residential Use on Lincoln (50% of Build-to), and that parking levels have 70% primary 
use at street facing facades.  5% of the Zone Lot is required to be Private Open Space or an alternative.  
Upper story setback is required along 8th Avenue but is not required along Lincoln. 
 
The project proposes the construction of ground floor lobby and retail with wrapped parking/residential 
amenity to level 6 and then with residential and amenity spaces above. They propose a Private Open 
Space facing Lincoln which serves as a residential entry courtyard. One level of parking is below grade. 
All parking and services are reached through the alley. 

 
 
 

http://www.denvergov.org/CPD
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III. Site Design and Massing Review 

The applicant, Governor’s Hill, project number 2022PM0000384, at 112 E 8th Avenue, is submitting the 
project to the DDAB for Site Design and Massing Review. They have submitted and have received 
comments for their Concept Review for the development process and are preparing for a second 
concept submittal. 
 
 
 

IV. Design Review 
Design Review submittals and reviews to be completed after Site Design and Massing Review is 
approved and after approval to submit for a Site Development Plan (SDP). 
 
 

V. Staff Findings                                                                                                                                                                    
 

A.  Enhanced Commercial Setback has been provided on both frontages as well as Private Open Space. 
 

1.E To promote active pedestrian-oriented streets  
1.F To promote engagement between building uses and the Public Realm  
1.G To encourage additional space for pedestrian activity and related amenities 
 
1.13 Street frontages shall be configured to promote pedestrian activity around the edges of a 
block. 

 
B. Private Open Space has been located centrally along both street facing facades 

1.H To support adjacent existing or planned open space networks 
1.I To break down long building frontages 
1.J To ensure sunlight and human comfort is maximized within Open Spaces 
1.K To provide areas for pedestrian respite and accommodate a variety of outdoor uses 
1.L To promote the safety and visibility of Open Space 

 
C. Massing is broken down along both street frontages to create human scale. Design Development 

will be required to review how massing at lower levels relates to upper levels. 

2.A To ensure Building Massing supports a comfortable Street Level experience  
2.B To encourage building modules that break down long undifferentiated frontages  
2.C To use Building Massing to purposefully reinforce building uses or adjacent distinctive 
features  
2.D To promote building sizes and proportions that contribute to visual permeability within 
and across the neighborhood 
2.F To coordinate Building Massing across the Lower Story Facade and Upper Story 
Facade/Tower Façade 
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2.09 Buildings with more than approximately 200 feet of Primary Street frontage should be 
designed to further reduce visual mass and scale. 

 
 

D. New Structures are currently under review for the north and south sides of this proposed building. 
‘Z’ shaped tower allows for relief along the east, alley facing, side and to the lower scale structures 
there. 

2.16 Building Massing should respond to the adjacent context especially at lower-scaled 
buildings and public spaces. 
 
2.20 Streetwall height should vary throughout the street and within each block to support 
architectural variety. 
 
2.21 Streetwall height should consider the adjacent existing neighboring context. At street 
corners, this includes the context on both streets. 
 
2.26 Development adjacent to a lower-scale Historic Resource or Character Building shall provide 
a height transition to respect and reinforce established height. 
 
2.J To coordinate a scale relationship between the Streetwall of adjacent properties 
 
2.M To provide a scale transition between taller buildings and adjacent lower-scale 
neighborhoods or buildings 
 

 
 

E. Lincoln has both retail and residential active Use along its entire frontage, including the Private 
Open Space 

5.W To reinforce Highly Active Uses at the Street Level along Broadway and Lincoln Street  
 
5.X To enhance the Street Level experience along Broadway Blvd and Lincoln Street 

 
 

VI. Submittal and Compliance Checklist 
Refer to the attached checklist.  Green-highlighted checked topics are areas that appear to comply or are 
not applicable to project; Orange-highlighted checked topics are issues for further design discussion; Red-
highlighted checked topics (if there are any) appear to not comply and require intensive board input. 

 
 
VI. DDAB Project Commentary 

Refer to the attached board review form for initial board comment. 
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VII. Staff Recommendation                                                                                                                                          

 
Staff respectfully requests the Advisory Boards thoughts on this Massing proposal. Staff has provided two 
possible outcomes below. 
 

 
I move to recommend the Governor’s Hill, 112 E 8th Avenue, Project # 2022PM0000384, proceed to 
Design Review to the Zoning Administrator and to study and address the following topics of 
concern: 
 

1. Develop the relationship between lower massing and upper levels per Intent statement  
2.F To coordinate Building Massing across the Lower Story Facade and Upper Story 
Facade/Tower Façade 
 

 
 
 
 

 


